THE ADVENTURES OF KAPTIAN KETO
Meet Kaptain Keto! He's brave, strong, and smart. He also has seizures. Sometimes his seizures (or brain boo boos) make him cry a lot, get tired, and sometimes get scared.
One day, his doctor friend, Doctor Keto, gave him some SUPERFOODS to make his brain boo boos go away and stay away!
The SUPERfoods taste different than what Kaptain Keto used to eat. Sometimes he doesn't like the foods but he knows he has to eat them to keep the brain boo boos away and feel better!
It gets really hard sometimes because he can't eat the foods his sister eats but he has his own special SUPER foods.
After a while it got easier for Kaptain Keto to eat his SUPERfoods - his mommy figured out how to make all the foods he likes. He ate every drop of his foods and stayed brain boo boo FREE!